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Start recording before you leave home. Create
stop-gap files that you can always find when
you need them. Share files with those special

people, who'll remember where they came
from. Orcad is the world's leading design

automation solution for PCBs. It is easy to use,
facilitates high-quality and efficient design,
and allows engineers to design in a different

way. Orcad enables you to create good-
quality, low-cost designs using versatile tools
and powerful features. Use the easy, familiar

graphical user interface to create the
electronic design of your dreams, such as

board layout, schematic, bill of materials, and
layout. Orcad simplifies complex design tasks
by developing a full suite of CAD tools to make
PCB design easy. Quickly and easily generate

a wide variety of schematic and device
netlists. Layout your design quickly and easily.
And manage all of it with just a click. Orcad is
the benchmark standard for PCB design. It is
widely used by engineers from small startups
to Fortune 500 companies. Features include:
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PCB design tools: A powerful library of PCB
design tools, including PCB plan view,

schematic view, component library, bill of
materials, and much more. Advanced digital

features: Advanced capabilities such as
multidirectional loop traces, electronic

components, and options for just about any
configuration you can imagine. Easy to use

interface: A simple, easy-to-use graphical user
interface makes you a full-featured PCB
designer in just minutes. Free schematic

capture: Capture each and every component
of your design and use it in future designs.

Automatic PCB routing: Build your PCB even
faster with faster automatic routing. Lead free:
Build your PCB even faster by using Cadence's
lead free technology. Create: A powerful, easy-

to-use PCB design c6a93da74d
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